
Discussion Questions
Your Move

1. When you think of faith and religion do you tend to pick and choose various aspects of 
Christianity and other faith systems that you like and create your own faith? How does 
Jesus’ words about the 2 gates in Matthew 7:13-14 influence your view of religion? 

2. Jesus describes the uncommon life as a narrow gate and a hard path. Conversely, he says 
the common life has a wide gate and an easy path. In what ways is the uncommon life 
hard? Examine your life.  Would you characterize aspects of your religious life as hard or 
easy?

3. Jesus also says the many are following the the common path leading to destruction and few 
are following the uncommon path leading to life. What is your reaction to this teaching—that 
many are on a path to destruction and only a few are on the path to life? How does this 
influence your understanding of the faith in our culture and how you ought to be living? 

4. Jesus says that there will be false teachers who are wolves disguised as sheep. Which ditch 
do you tend towards—trusting everyone you hear or going on a witch hunt?  How can you 
discern appropriately?

a. He encourages his followers to discern by watching the fruit of teachers. Fruit takes time 
to be seen and it requires us to be in community to notice it. What implications does this 
have for the church and how you should discern who to listen to?

5. Finally, Jesus teaches that not everyone living the uncommon life is indeed a true disciple. 
He begs us to ask ourselves whether or not we are true disciples and whether or not we 
have entered the narrow gate and travel the hard road. 

a. Do you believe in the gospel? (1 Cor. 15)

b. Have you really surrendered to Jesus? 

c. Do you have a relationship with Jesus? 


